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Jack Van Impe Prophecy Bible (BIB4) 

Send a gift of $24.95
Running Time: 105 minutes CC

Dr. Jack Van Impe has memorized 15,000 verses. He
has spent more than 100,000 hours in Bible study
during his lifetime (that’s the equivalent of 11

years of continuous study), and he’s devoured over 11,000
books in his search for truth.

Now he brings all his expertise to you, in the pages of
the Jack Van Impe Prophecy Bible.

This majestic King James Version of the Bible has the
entire text of the Old and New Testaments, a beautiful
ribbon bookmark, and bonded leather cover ... but it
contains so much more!

Dr. Van Impe’s coding and highlighting system
will change the way you read, study, memorize, and
understand the Scriptures ... 

... including his commentary on the book of Daniel and
his verse-by-verse commentary on the book of Revelation!

As you move through this Bible, from Genesis to
Revelation, see at a glance which of these prophetic
timeframes the verse in question deals with:

This beautiful commemorative Bible is not available in
any bookstore.

Make it your everyday study Bible!

• The Rapture
• The Second Coming
• The Tribulation
• The Millennium

• The Last Days
• After the Millennium

or
• The Life of Christ

Dear Jack and Rexella,
I enjoy your program so much. I’m an old lady — soon I’ll be 100! I’m treating
myself to your Prophecy Bible for my birthday. I’m a born-again Christian and Jesus
is my Lord and my God. God bless you both.

—Dorothy from Florida

U n p a r a l l e l e d  B i b l e  p r o p h e c y  s t u d y  r e s o u r c e !
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by  D r .  J a c k  Va n  I m p e

America under a dictatorship? It seemed
impossible — unthinkable — just a few short
years ago.

But we know from God’s Word that it will not
only be America under the thumb of the dictator
— it will be the world. A world dictator is
coming! It is predicted in the pages of Scripture.
My thousands of hours of study of the Bible and
of prophetic texts have confirmed it. Now I have
devoted myself to translating the latest shocking
events in America and around the world into the
context of Bible prophecy — and the result is an
astonishing new video, Dictator of the New

World Order: Alive and Waiting in the Wings.
What is the final event that occurs before the

Lord Jesus comes to earth? I have read 11,000
volumes and read hundreds of books on
prophecy, and I can tell you with the backing of
more than 400 theologians, masters of Bible
prophecy, that we are witnessing the foundation

being laid for the final sign.
There is no question that the stage has been

set. Walter Cronkite lamented, “We are in a
leaderless world.” Julian Snyder, the economist,
said, “We have a rendezvous with a world
dictator.” A former Belgian premier said, “Europe

is looking for a man so powerful that he will hold
the allegiance of all the people. Be he man or
devil, we are ready to receive him”!

And now — the twist of history: there are

many today who actually believe that President

Barack Obama is leading America into a

dictatorship. Sen. Byrd, a member of the
President’s own party, has complained that
Congress has no control anymore over this
President, who appoints “czars” without the
Senate’s consent. Former House Speaker Newt
Gingrich has said on national television that we
are headed for a dictatorship.

This amazing video teaching reveals answers
to questions that have troubled multitudes —
questions which can now be laid to rest, because
God’s Word is so clear. This new video answers
such intriguing questions as:

• What is the complete chronology of latter-
day events?

• What do we know about the rapidly rising
world dictator?

• What does the Bible say about people who insist
that Christ will not return in our lifetime?

In their latest breakthrough video, Drs. Jack
and Rexella Van Impe complete the
exhilarating journey begun in New World

Order (see page 24). In this new video they: 
• identify the major events which must take

place before the leader of the New World
Order  can be revealed, 

• illuminate the main characteristics the Bible
predicts he must possess, and 

• explain the likelihood that he could come
to power at any moment!

Discover for yourself and your family what
the Bible really says about the dictator of the
New World Order and how you can be assured
that you escape the abomination of desolation. 

This brand-new resource is also perfect to
share with any friend who has an interest in
Bible prophecy or is concerned about “end of
the world” scenarios. 

Share the biblical truth
now, before it’s too late!

The global leader  could be walking the

earth and ready to assume power today!

‘Obama primed to
create new world
order’

— Henry Kissinger

‘A black father and a white

mother have produced a Savior’
— Louis Farrakhan

‘The event of Obama is so
extraordinary that we could add
another chapter to the Bible’

— Jesse Jackson, Jr.

‘You’ll have to measure time by before
Obama and after Obama ... Everything’s
going to be affected by this seismic
change in the universe’ 

— Spike Lee

A global religious leader defects ... A dictator arises to conquer the

world ... Seven final prophetical signs predict it is about to happen....

50 scholars covering 100 years of history — predicting one world
government — one world dictator —

Shocking new video by Drs. Jack & Rexella Van Impe reveals the...

Dictator
New World Order:of the

Alive & Waiting in the Wings!
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• Why could Hitler, Stalin, or Mussolini not

have been the Antichrist?

• What are the 32 names given to the last
world dictator in the pages of Scripture? And
what is his one most frequently used name in
the New Testament?

• How do we know the final world dictator will
be a man?

• How do we know the dictator will be a
genius and a great orator?

• How will the dictator gain favor with nations
of the world, come to control them, and take
over the economies of the world?

• When Jesus returns to earth on a white horse
to rule 1,000 years, who will try to block him
— and how?

• When will the dictator come to power?

• Will the new world dictator appear after the
Rapture? How can we know?

• Who planned the three world wars? (I detail
the plans for you, in the video!)

• How has the Club of Rome “regionalized” the

world into a 10-division world empire? What
does it mean?

This new video, Dictator of the New World

Order: Alive and Waiting in the Wings is going
to show you that the coming dictator will be a
“religious genius” as well — able to sway and
control the religions of the world: 2 Thessalonians
2:4 says he “will exalt himself over everything
that is called God or is worshiped, so that he sets
himself up in God’s temple, proclaiming himself
to be God.” At the same time, as we look at world
events today, we see that powerful organizations
— which have pushed the idea of a new world
order for decades, even centuries — may be
preparing Barack Obama to be the one who
begins to create and lead this one world
government!

In fact, in this video you’re going to see a false
prophet arising mentioned by Bishop Sheen and
other Catholic theologians. You’re going to see
a pro-abortion President speaking at a major
pro-life Catholic university — and receiving an
honorary Doctorate and applause! You’re going
to see Obama speaking at a Catholic Jesuit
university, with the White House insisting ahead
of time that the institution must cover up
everything concerning Christ, to avoid offending
Muslims — and the school complies! Catholic
leaders in my video will tell you why.

I’ll show you what Muslim leaders have said
about Obama ... what entertainment leaders have
said ... what religious leaders have said ... and
how their comments align with the predictions of
Scripture! We’ll look at President Obama’s faith.
We’ll compare his public statements to
statements in the Bible — approximately 100
times. We’ll look at how Evangelicals are being
swayed to believe that there are many ways to
heaven — in agreement with the president. We’ll
look at what the president says he believes about
heaven — in opposition to the Bible! And what
he says he believes about hell? “As
not being part of my religious
makeup,” he says!

Will President Obama be the

last world dictator?

Get this video and decide for
yourself, based on the truth of
God’s Word!

Dear Dr. Van Impe,
I saw one of your programs and I was impressed.

Not too many folks on TV usually catch my
attention when preaching the Gospel, but I could
watch you all day. I enjoy how candid you are and
how humble you seem to be.

Keep up the awesome preaching, and keep telling
it as it is! God bless you and your ministry.

—A.F.

When I first became a Christian (8 years now),
there were so many voices out there. I really didn’t
know who to trust. My husband came across your
program one night and was trying to tell me about
you and Rexella. I am now ashamed of this, but my
comment was, “Yeah, yeah, they’re all the same.”

But ... you and Rexella aren’t the same. You back
up every word with Scripture and we have learned
so much through your ministry. God bless you and
your dear wife!

—E.S..

The Startling Truth About Angels

& Demons DVD (DTAP)
The Startling Truth About Angels

& Demons VHS (VTAP)
Send a gift of $24.95

Running Time: 95 minutes CC

Satan worship — it’s coming. Demons operating in World War III — it will happen.
Hollywood movies about angels and demons — ridiculous fabrications, even

deceptions. God’s Word has the solid, valuable information you need — and now Drs.
Jack and Rexella Van Impe bring it all to you, in one power-packed video teaching!

• A must for your personal prophecy library
• A great tool for sharing your faith

• Do angels exist? How can we know for sure?
• How are demons different from angels?
• How long do angels live? Do they die?
• What do Jews and Muslims believe about

angels?
• What will ultimately happen to Satan?
• How will Satan be involved in World War III?
• David slays Goliath — How were angels

involved in the outcome?
• Angels are onsite in the Iraq war — 

How? Where? Why?

• What kind of intelligence do angels have?
• How do angels communicate?
• Where do angels live?
• PLUS: The shocking things angels do!

Bonus! Order Angels & Demons and you’ll also receive
the remarkable booklet Exorcism and the Spirit World —
what every Christian should know about demonic activity!

Questions about angels? Worried about demons? Wonder no more....
This comprehensive video provides all the insight you need:

Hollywood nonsense?
Or shocking reality?
Fascinating video sorts truth from fiction

“We’ve never seen so many people asking about angels and demons.
Hollywood’s focus on ‘other-worldly beings’ is driving people to crave truth!
Now, we have the answers — from the pages of God’s Word!”
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Since the fall of man,
earth’s population has been
training for Armageddon.

Every tiny skirmish and world war has been a
preliminary to the battle of battles: Armageddon.

Following the defeat of Russia and her armies
by Israel and her allies, the final world dictator
will be revealed for who he is and what he’ll
become. The length of his reign after the Israeli
defeat of Russia will be 3½ years (42 months),
and during that time he will bring the world to its
most violent hour.

The World’s Most Violent Hour
There is considerable speculation as to just

what triggers the Battle of Armageddon. Why do
the armies of the world gather in the Middle East

at the end of the Tribulation period? Is there a
rebellion in the kingdom of the Antichrist? What
precipitates the final conflict? Although there is
mystery surrounding some of these questions,
there are a number of certainties about
Armageddon.

1 It takes place in the middle of the seven-year
period of the Tribulation (Rev. 16:16).

2 It involves all the nations of the world
(Zechariah 14:2).

3 It pits all nations against the Lord and His
anointed (Ps. 2:1-6).

4 It ends with the revelation of Christ as King
of Kings and Lord of Lords (Rev. 19:11-21).

While many latter-day events are hidden from
us, it is not difficult to sort out some important
developments during the Tribulation period that
lead to the Battle of Armageddon.

The Consolidation of the Power of the
Antichrist

When the Beast (the Antichrist) makes peace
with Israel and guarantees her security at the
beginning of Daniel’s 70th week, he is not in
complete control of the world. Although he is
headed for ultimate dictatorship, the earth is at
that time still given to considerable nationalism.
The Beast will have to fight for total control of
the earth. To gain unchallenged dominion, he will
have to face the military might of both the Russian
confederacy and a powerful Eastern force,
probably China. Writing of this international
turmoil, Daniel explained: “And at the time of the
end shall the king of the south push at him: and
the king of the north shall come against him like
a whirlwind, with chariots, and with horsemen,
and with many ships; and he shall
enter into the countries, and shall
overflow and pass over” (Dan. 11:40).

That this crisis is not confined to
the northern alliance is made clear
in Daniel 11:44: “But tidings out of
the east and out of the north shall trouble him:
therefore he shall go forth with great fury to
destroy, and utterly to make away many.”

Following the miraculous defeat of the
Russian armies and their allies for Israel’s sake,
the global leader will vent his fury against the
massive Eastern force of 200 million that is
moving toward the Middle East to challenge his
power. The casualties in this confrontation will
total one-third of the world’s population. Take a
moment here to read Revelation 9:15-19 for
John’s description of the struggle and slaughter.

With all the world subservient to him, the final
world dictator will deify himself, demanding
worship in the Jews’ temple in Jerusalem. He will
then assume total economic control, requiring his
mark in the hand or forehead in order for a person
to transact any business. The Beast will rule the
earth, assisted by the false prophet and energized
by Satan. The entire world will be under the
control of a satanic trinity (Revelation 13:4-8).

It is clear then that all opposition to the Beast

will finally be put down, making him a world
dictator. Threats from the north, the south, and
the east will be overcome. “... therefore he shall
go forth with great fury to destroy, and utterly to
make away many. And he shall plant the
tabernacles of his palace between the seas in the
glorious mountain ...” (Dan. 11:44-45).

The Antichrist will have accomplished the
dream of Hitler, Napoleon, the Caesars, and
others. He will be dictator of the world.

The 144,000 Converted Jews
Another important factor as the world moves

toward Armageddon will be the conversion to
Christ of 144,000 Jews — 12,000 from each of the
12 tribes of Israel (see Rev. 7:4-8). The result of
their missionary activity during history’s most
difficult time will be phenomenal. They will reap
converts from all nations, even though conversion
will mean martyrdom for many (Rev. 7:9-17;
13:15; 20:4).

The message of these 144,000 Hebrew

Christian evangelists will be the gospel of the
kingdom — that is, it will be the gospel with a
kingdom emphasis. They will be announcing the
coming kingdom of Christ, and during their
ministry Matthew 24:14 will be fulfilled: “And
this gospel of the kingdom shall be preached in
all the world for a witness unto all nations; and
then shall Christ come.”

An added dimension to the kingdom message
of the 144,000 servants of God will be their
ability to announce the approximate time of the
Lord’s return. Tribulation chronology will make
this possible.

A number of prophecies state that the rule of
the final world dictator will continue for 3½ years
after breaking the agreement for peace with Israel.
Daniel described this period as “a time and times
and the dividing of time” (Dan. 7:25). John similarly
spoke of “a time, and times, and a half a time”
(Rev. 12:14). Becoming more specific, he wrote:
“And there was given unto him a mouth speaking
great things and blasphemies; and power was

It is clear then that all opposition to the
Beast will finally be put down, making him a

world dictator.

“Armageddon” has come to stand for the most terrible of all

wars. The word actually means “mount of Megiddo,” referring

to a small mountain overlooking the Mediterranean Sea. The

great valley there has been a battlefield for many conquerors,

and it will be the focal point of the earth’s final conflict.

By Dr. Jack
Van Impe

ARMAGEDDON
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will finally be put down, making him a world
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By Dr. Jack
Van Impe

ARMAGEDDON
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given unto him to continue forty and two
months” (Rev. 13:5).

It is not difficult to imagine the reaction of the
world dictator to those who publicly proclaim the
end of his reign and announce the coming kingdom
of Christ. His anger will explode in an avalanche
of persecution. Multitudes will be martyred.
These are the millions who are saved after the
Rapture (Rev. 7:9,14). There will be no Sunday-
go-to-meeting Christians during the Tribulation.
Great numbers will be called upon to seal their
testimonies with blood.

The Impact of the Defeat of Russia
The deliverance of the Jews from the Russian

invaders will cause many of them to turn to Christ,
claiming Him as their Messiah and Lord: “So the
house of Israel shall know that I am the LORD
their God from that day and forward” (Ezek. 39:22).

This desertion of the dictator by numbers of
Jews will intensify his hatred of both Jews and
Christians, especially Jews who have been
converted to Christ. A wave of anti-Semitism will
sweep the earth, motivated by Satan and
promoted by the Antichrist: “And the dragon was
wroth with the woman [Israel], and went to make
war with the remnant of her seed, which keep
the commandments of God, and have the
testimony of Jesus Christ (Rev. 12:17).

The Two Witnesses
The Antichrist and his kingdom will bring great

trouble to the earth. But he will also be troubled.
Irritations will increase with the message of
Christ’s return preached throughout the world.
Every tribe and nation will be made aware of the
timetable of the end, the eventual fall of the
Antichrist, and the coming kingdom of Christ. To
add to his miseries, two powerful prophets will
appear in Jerusalem and will witness there for
3½ years, guaranteeing the truth of the kingdom
message of the 144,000 servants of God.

These two witnesses will be miraculously
protected for “a thousand two hundred and
threescore days” (42 prophetic months of 30 days
each). Their power to bring plagues will draw the
attention of the world to their ministry and
message: “These have power to shut heaven, that
it rain not in the days of their prophecy: and have
power over waters to turn them to blood, and to
smite the earth with all plagues, as often as they
will” (Rev. 11:6).

They will undoubtedly herald the countdown
of the Tribulation timetable, pointing to the time
of the Lord’s return to set up His kingdom. It
seems likely that many of the Old Testament
prophecies concerning the kingdom of Christ
will be repeated by these men of God. Perhaps
they will cry that the great stone of Daniel’s
vision is about to fall from heaven, bringing the
downfall of all earthly rule and establishing the

millennium kingdom (Dan. 2:44-
45).

When the two witnesses have
concluded their work, they will be
slain, and television cameras will
beam the sight of their dead
bodies lying in the street of
Jerusalem to all the world. The

news of their death will cause a celebration
among the ungodly of all nations: “And they that
dwell upon the earth shall rejoice over them, and
make merry, and shall send gifts one to another;
because these two prophets tormented them that
dwelt on the earth” (Rev. 11:10).

After 3½ days, they will be resurrected and will
ascend to heaven in a cloud while their enemies
watch, paralyzed with fear.

The Call to Armageddon
The world dictator and his associates will have

seen and heard enough. Furious over the success
of the 144,000 evangelists and bitter because
many Jews have rejected his rule and have turned
to Jesus Christ, this dictator will announce a
campaign to destroy the Jewish race once and
for all. He will blame them for every ill on earth.
Every problem in his kingdom will be laid at their
door. Every wrong on earth, economic and
political, will be charged to them. The hatred and
animosity of all the Hamans and Hitlers of
history will culminate in this latter-day evil ruler.

Having been warned of the time when Christ
will return to set up His kingdom, the Antichrist
will summon the armies of the earth to the
Middle East to destroy the Jews and
defeat their Messiah at His coming.

Demonic power will be
unleashed.

Miracles performed through
satanic power will convince the
leaders of the earth who are
subservient to the Antichrist to
move all their military might to the Middle East
to do battle with Christ at His return to the
mount of Olives (Zech. 14:4). “For they are the
spirits of devils, working miracles, which go
forth unto the kings of the earth and of the whole
world, to gather them to the battle of that great
day of God almighty” (Rev. 16:14).

Armageddon will demonstrate man at the
height of his pride and folly. Convinced of the
power of their weaponry and deceived by a
leader energized by Satan, the armies of earth
will march to their doom, expecting to destroy
the Christ they have rejected.

Does this appear to be madness? It did to the
psalmist who looked through the centuries and
saw it unfold in prophetic vision. He asked: “Why
do the heathen rage, and the people imagine a
vain thing?” (Ps. 2:1).

Explaining the reason for his question, he
wrote: “The kings of the earth set themselves,
and the rulers take counsel together,
against the LORD, and against his
anointed, saying, Let us break their
bands asunder, and cast away their
cords from us”
(Ps. 2:2-3).

Here is the rebellion of man at its
logical end.

And Armageddon will end the
rebellion of man.

The King Is Coming
Tribulation chronology will have

allowed the global dictator and
others to know the time of the return
of Christ. The armies of earth under
the direction of the leader of the new
world order will have gathered to
destroy the Jews and to battle the

Lord Himself. Armageddon will have arrived: “And
he gathered them together into a place called in
the Hebrew tongue Armageddon” (Rev. 16:16).

At Armageddon, the most awesome array of
deadly weapons ever assembled will be waiting
to destroy the returning Christ. In effect, the
world’s latter-day inhabitants will echo the cry of
those who rejected the Savior at His first coming:
“We will not have this man to reign over us”
(Luke 19:14).

But the enemies of the Lord will be defeated —
Revelation 19:19-21.

In the wake of the destruction of Armageddon
there will be work to do. The Church, having
returned with the King, will share in these
responsibilities. The kingdom of Christ will be
established, and the violent drama of the ages
will end. There will be peace at last as they “beat
their swords into plowshares, and their spears
into pruninghooks: nation shall not lift up sword
against nation, neither shall they learn war
anymore.” Amen and amen!

A number of prophecies state that
the rule of the final world dictator will continue
for 3½ years after breaking the agreement for
peace with Israel. 

The armies of earth under the direction
of the leader of the new world order will
have gathered to destroy the Jews and to

battle the Lord Himself.
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Global ID: 666 DVD (DIDV)
Global ID: 666 VHS (VIDV)
Send a gift of $24.95
Running Time: 85 minutes CC

This fast-paced video reveals the amazing truth
about a wealth of prophecy topics:

• How the European Union came into existence, and
what its plan for world domination is.

• How scores of companies and organizations — all
named in this video — have developed a “one-world”
mentality which will help the Antichrist come to
power!

• How a world religion promotes the one-world
government which is presently forming.

• How New-Agers, guided by spiritism, are getting
involved in political issues to help usher in their new
world order.

• Two sinister organizations are involved in setting the
stage — both headquartered in Brussels, Belgium.

• How the Antichrist will attempt to track every human
being on the planet!

• How close to fruition this entire plan already is!
• And more!

You’ll never again be confused or uneasy about the
Mark of the Beast — you’ll have the information you
need, and faith-filled confidence to face the future!

This is a message of hope!

With the Mark of the Beast on its way...

• Protect yourself
• Protect your family

Here comes the Mark of the Beast — and the extraordinary
video Global ID: 666 is jam-packed with the proof!

It’s true — you are living in the days of the book of
Revelation! So you need the facts ... the sobering truth ... to
keep yourself and your family safe.

Here’s the ideal tool: an astonishing video teaching crafted
by Drs. Jack and Rexella Van Impe — featuring:

• EVIDENCE from the latest headlines

• TRUTH from the pages of God’s Word

• INSIGHT from the world’s foremost Bible
prophecy teacher

“Back to basics”
has never been so fascinating!

The Rose Bible Basics series of 3 extraordinary guidebooks 
will enlighten and inspire you — and anyone you share it with!

1. Jesus (B505)
Who is Jesus? This full-color book gives you a whole new look at the Savior: His life ◆
His teachings ◆ His death ◆ His resurrection ... Every page of this remarkable book
will help you discover the life-changing impact of Jesus of Nazareth.

Easy-to-read format • Intriguing charts & maps
Featuring:

3. Where to Find It 
in the Bible (B507)
Can’t remember where that Bible story is? Need help finding just the right verse for
that topic? You need this valuable full-color Bible handbook! Perfect for people with
busy lives — a quick reference or refresher!

2. Myth-Busters (B506)
Skeptical friend or loved one? Confused about the “real” Jesus or the “lost”
gospels? Christianity seems implausible? Here’s a valuable resource for responding
... a full-color, easy-to-read book that hits the misconceptions head-on!

Topics include: Atheism • Evolution • The New Age • The reliability of the Gospels •
Historical evidence for Jesus Christ • Teachings of today’s “spiritual” leaders vs. the Bible

• Who is Jesus?
• Jesus: Fact or Fiction?
• Was Jesus of

Nazareth a mythical
figure? 

• Where was Jesus
during the “Lost Years”?

• Did archaeologists really find
Jesus’ bones?

• The Gospels Side by Side
• Why 4 gospels?
• Jesus’ Passover meals
• His miracles
• His parables

• Where He walked
• Names of Jesus
• Christ in the Old Testament
• 20 Biblical prophecies

fulfilled by Jesus in His first
coming

• and much, much more!

• Find quick facts about
each book of the Bible

• Your favorite Bible
stories

• How to do Inductive
Bible study

• Topical index of the most
loved and most important
Bible verses

• 100 favorite Bible promises
— their meanings and
references

• 1-year Bible reading plan
• and more!

Rose Bible Basics

For all 3: Send a gift of $39.95 (B508P)
Individually: Send a gift of $14.95 each
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A city of beauty, culture, and history
The old world architecture of historic Brussels

is absolutely gorgeous, with buildings dating
back to the 1300s. Amazingly, they are just as
magnificent and impressive today as they must
have been when they were originally built. And
scattered throughout the city are neighborhood
parks with statues and monuments to historic
leaders and events. People still gather there,
particularly at mid-day and in the early evening,
to relax in the shade of the trees and converse
with friends and passersby. 

During this spectacular visit, we were happy to
celebrate the biannual flower festival. I watched
a beehive of workers scurrying about to place
one million gloriously beautiful blossoms into an
ornate design that turned the entire marketplace
into a floral extravaganza — a million red and
white petals glowing in the soft
sunlight. I could hardly believe
what I was seeing.

The next day I took Jack with
me back to the marketplace to see
the completed exhibition. It was
breathtakingly beautiful, and I
could only exclaim, “This is
something I wish everybody could see!” And,
indeed, it seemed that people from all over
Europe had come to see Brussels’ fabulous
Flower Festival on the Grand Place Square. I
shall never forget that awesome spectacle!

A city of prophetic destiny
There is another reason I wanted to share with

you some facts about Belgium in this article. This
small European country is becoming more and

more renowned, the setting for almost daily
international news reports. Why is so much
world attention focused here? 

It all started around 1948 with the
establishment of the Benelux (Belgium-
Netherlands-Luxembourg) Economic Union,
which gradually evolved into the European
Union. Beginning with 10 key nations, then 13,
then expanding to the current confederation of
27 countries, the European Union (EU) has its
headquarters in Brussels. 

The EU’s stated purpose and concern is
related to trade and commerce among member
nations as well as international trading partners.
Increasingly, it has begun flexing its muscles
around the world to influence or control virtually
all aspects of life for its member nations. The EU
has implemented a new currency, the euro, and

forged numerous treaties and edicts dealing with
such far-reaching issues as immigration,
transportation, shipping, employment
opportunities, legal and judicial standards, the
environment, and a host of other concerns.

Already the EU is exerting economic and
political control over other countries in the
world — including the United States — on select
issues. Essentially, the European Union can
simply say, “The countries we buy from will

provide products that
meet our specific
standards,” or, “Our
suppliers must not
threaten or damage the
environment in
producing the products
they sell to us.”

Scholars of Bible
prophecy, like my
husband, Jack, have long
recognized that there will
be a revived Roman
Empire that will be the

by  D r .  Re x e l l a  Va n  I m p e

Already the EU is exerting economic

and political control over other countries in

the world — including the United States...

HE’S COMING
Through THAT DOOR!

Jack’s parents were extremely proud and grateful to live in the United States but
always kept strong ties with their homeland and all of their relatives over the years.

Consequently, after Jack and I were married, it was my joy to accompany him to
Belgium to visit his family and celebrate his European heritage.

During our trips, I learned to love the warmth and strong character of the people
there, and had the opportunity to learn a good deal about the culture and history of
Belgium. The last time we were there, I was so impressed with the beauty of
Brussels that I tried to capture a few glimpses in photographs.
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by  D r .  Re x e l l a  Va n  I m p e
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HE’S COMING
Through THAT DOOR!

Jack’s parents were extremely proud and grateful to live in the United States but
always kept strong ties with their homeland and all of their relatives over the years.

Consequently, after Jack and I were married, it was my joy to accompany him to
Belgium to visit his family and celebrate his European heritage.
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Belgium. The last time we were there, I was so impressed with the beauty of
Brussels that I tried to capture a few glimpses in photographs.
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be defenseless when he flexes his muscles and
declares, “Not only am I the leader of the
European Union and the savior of the world — I
AM GOD! I have the solution ... no, I am the
answer for every remaining problem!”

Setting the stage for the end
Do you think such a thing could not happen?

The problems of the world are getting bigger and
more complex. Before one conflict is resolved,
two more break out. No matter where you look
in the world today, there is turmoil and tumult. 

More and more voices are calling for world
summit conferences and new multi-nation
alliances. Despite protests to the contrary, expect
to see future plans and proposals seeking to pass
the world test! All the nations of the world seem
confused and troubled. Is this not the perfect
setting for the emergence of a new world leader
who can deliver peace and provide solutions for
every crisis?

The Bible says that in the middle of the great
world dictator’s seven-year peace plan, the
contract is broken and everything falls apart. The
rage of the world breaks out anew, and the
nations of the world align themselves for battle.
This is the fearsome battle of Armageddon that
will take place in the valley of Megiddo in Israel.

Hear this important word, my friend. One
reason our “Jack Van Impe Presents” telecast is
so widely accepted is that it is not a fearful
program but a program of comfort and hope.
Jack certainly talks frankly about current events
and the important issues of our day. He does not
shy away from pointing out the peril of the latter
days in which we live. But more emphatically, he
spotlights the victory and deliverance that are
ours in Jesus Christ, our triumphant Lord and
Savior. 

Be comforted and encouraged in the words of
Jesus —

“Let not your heart be troubled: ye believe

in God, believe also in me. In my Father’s

house are many mansions: if it were not

so, I would have told you. I go to prepare a

place for you. And if I go and prepare a

place for you, I will come again, and

receive you unto myself; that where I am,

there ye may be also … I am the way, the

truth, and the life: no man cometh unto the

Father, but by me” (John 14:1-3,6).

Oh yes, any day now, a great and powerful
world leader is coming through the door of the
European Union to trigger the last events of the
latter days. Watch and be ready. 

But Jesus Christ, who is Almighty God, will
soon be stepping through the door of the heavens,
and He is all-powerful! He is coming to set
everything straight — forever! Praise the Lord,
we can say, “Even so, come quickly, Lord Jesus!” 

That’s why we are on the air week after week.
We believe every telecast and radio broadcast
presents blessed hope to the world. Without
Christ, there’s not much
good news to tell. But with
the Lord, we can joyfully
proclaim a message of
encouragement. He is
coming soon! 

I encourage you to be of
good cheer and to go about
the Master’s business. Oh,
and keep looking up into the
eastern sky, because our
Lord will soon appear.

HE’S COMING THROUGH
THAT (HEAVENLY) DOOR!

Sister Rexella,
Your messages are just wonderful and so true.

God bless you and your husband Jack for getting the
Word to people. Receiving your emails and watching
you on TV just warms my heart. I thank God each
day for you and Jack. Wish we had more in the
world like you.

Keep up the good work, mighty lady of God. 
Love and prayers to you and yours,

—T.O.

I just wanted to thank you for your ministry. I lost
my job a few months ago and started watching your
show, even though my husband has been watching it
for a while. I look forward to it every week, and I
truly believe you are touching lives, because you
have touched mine. God bless you and your
ministry.

—K.B.

last political empire to reign on this earth before
Jesus comes back. Jack and other prophecy
experts are sure that the European Union is that
latter day empire, which will become the
strongest economic and political power that has
ever existed and will become global.

The Book of Daniel describes a great image,
with different parts made of various materials:
from a head of gold, breast and arms of silver,
belly and thighs of brass, legs of iron, to feet and
toes partly of iron and partly of clay. The 10 toes,
scholars say, refer prophetically to a 10-division

world empire as presently being created by the
Club of Rome!

A new world leader for the last days
The Bible further reveals that out of this

supreme political juggernaut will step forth the
strongest and most cunning political leader ever
to live. This world diplomat, whom the Word of
God calls the Antichrist, will be brilliant,
incredibly charming, and powerfully persuasive.
As head of the greatest economic system in the
world, perhaps with control of computer
technology that could keep track of the daily
activities of every person on earth, he would
claim to have answers for mankind’s greatest
problems and concerns. 

So when Jack and I were last in Brussels, we
walked across the historic city to a vantage point
across the street from an enormous, modernistic
steel-and-glass structure that houses the
headquarters of the European Union. A huge
semicircular row of flagpoles was outside the
entrance, with the EU’s huge flag — royal blue
with a circle of 12 gold stars — fluttering in the
breeze, along with the national flags of many
member countries. 

As I stood there, I suddenly realized that I was
seeing with my own eyes the actual, physical
location from which the ultimate world dictator
will surely come. I involuntarily shivered to think

that the final events of world history were about
to unfold! And I exclaimed, “He’s coming through
that door!” 

When he steps forward, this new leader of the
world may advance an economic plan that will
eradicate famine and homelessness, providing
food, shelter, and medical care for every person
in the world — if they join his universal system.
Simply accepting an identification implant — a
mark — gives them access. We have all heard of
the mark “666.” 

What’s more, no doubt, this leader of the new
world order will advance a
solution to the wars and conflicts
that have raged virtually out of
control for centuries. The peace
platform he presents on that day
will be a seven-year peace
program for the Middle East that
will work— and even Israel will

accept it! 
In the excitement and euphoria that follows

such momentous events, even a majority of the
remaining skeptics will be won over by
Antichrist’s charming deception. Impressed by
his genius as a mediator, his skill at international
diplomacy, and his persuasive charm, they will

Not only am I the leader of the

European Union and the savior of the

world — I AM GOD! 
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The dictator of the New World Order cannot come into his
complete dominion until we believers have been called home in 
the twinkling of an eye, but all the other signs of his appearance are 
in place.

This teaching shows you and your family what the Bible
says about this charismatic leader and the havoc he will
wreak upon this world after the rapture of the church.

Make sure all your friends and family members see this video and
understand the evil that this leader will soon unleash — and can only
be avoided by choosing Christ as Savior.

Who is the leader
of the New World
Order? 
Is he alive today? 
How soon will he
be revealed?

You and your family must know the truth!
Get the answers to all these questions and

many more in the brand-new video teaching from
Drs. Jack and Rexella Van Impe!

You will learn about the seven major
prophecies that must be fulfilled before the
global leader can come to power — 

And how most of them have already happened
in this generation!

1 Existence of modern Israel as a nation.

2. Jewish armies in possession of Jerusalem.

3. A European Union (revived Roman Empire).

4. A false religious teacher arises — there are
many false prophets today!

5. A plan to microchip human beings — the
Bilderbergs have the technology to accomplish
this and plan to do so by 2017!

6. Powerful armies in Russia and China.

7. A nation committed to Israel’s destruction —
Iran’s president believes he must destroy
Israel to prepare for the Islamic messiah.

These seven signs have all been fulfilled or are

very near to completion today.

And these seven lead up to the last sign: the
Rapture of the saints, which we know could take
place at any moment.

(This video completes the important teaching
in New World Order — if you don’t have it yet,
see page 24 for details.)

Dictator of the New World Order: 

Alive and Waiting in the Wings DVD (DALV) 
Dictator of the New World Order:

Alive and Waiting in the Wings VHS (VALV)  

Send a gift of $24.95
Running Time: 105 minutes CC

• An intellectual genius
• An oratorical genius
• A political genius
• A commercial genius
• A military genius
• An administrative genius
• A religious genius

Who combines these traits
and will be able to bring the
illusion of peace to a world in
turmoil and establish a global
religion that denies the cross
of Christ?

The new video from Drs.
Jack and Rexella Van Impe
gives you the critical,
biblical facts!

Who could it be? 
The Bible gives

important clues!
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If you go home to be with the Lord and have not
made a will, the government could retain a
disproportionate amount of your estate, and may use
it where they see fit — even for programs you would
not have approved of!

Make sure you have a Christian will that properly
places your assets where you want them to go —
with your surviving family and the ministries you
support. You can even leave a bequest to help Drs.
Jack and Rexella Van Impe continue sharing God’s
Word on the airwaves.

For more information, talk to your lawyer or
financial adviser today.

Don’t trust the 
government with 
your estate

All the news you need explained with reference to 
Bible prophecy — every week

Jack Van Impe Presents
Drs. Jack and Rexella Van Impe scour the headlines

every week for all the news pertaining to Bible

prophecy and present it in a fast-moving format that you

and your family can understand and enjoy!

Get all the facts of how current events are dove-tailing

with predictions from the books of Daniel, Revelation,

and even the words of Christ.

Tune in every week or set your DVR so you don’t miss

an episode. Check your local listings for times and

stations! Shadow Government book (B219)
Send a gift of $19.95

Who’s watching you right now?
Who’s plotting to abolish the USA?

Shadow Government By Grant Jef f rey

It was ready by the day Barack Obama became president: a shadow
government, actually proposed by a previous president, engineered
by secret globalist elites — predicted in the pages of Scripture!

Along the way, governments have ramped up surveillance — not
just on terrorists, but on you!

•  All the facts — 
•  A shocking exposé — 
•  From prophecy expert Grant Jeffrey!

Inside the Revolution DVD (D184)
Send a gift of $24.95
Running Time: 90 minutes CC

They want you dead — it’s the stated goal of radical Islam.
Prepare for the attack — understand the enemy — get this

stunning video: INSIDE THE REVOLUTION: How the Followers of
Jihad, Jefferson, and the Lord Jesus Are Battling to Dominate the
Middle East and Transform the World.

You need to know:
• What Islamic leaders predict about your future
• How President Obama’s “olive branch” changes things
• What Osama bin Laden and al Qaeda want from you
• What our senior intelligence and military leaders say
• Firsthand revelations from Iran, Iraq, Afghanistan 
• Next targets of terrorism
• Why record numbers of Muslims are coming to Christ
• And much more!

DO NOT DELAY — 
ORDER THIS VIDEO TODAY!

Protect yourself from radical Islam!
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Your show is awesome. When I
started watching your show, I was
“lukewarm.” Three-quarters of the
stuff you talk about I had no idea
was even in the Bible. I thought it
was only a religion and a good way
to live life. I didn’t know the depth.
Since I’ve been watching, I haven’t
missed a show. And as a result of
your program, my mother has
gotten saved as well! It’s like there
was a whole new door opened to us!

—M.M.

In the mid-90s, through your
ministry, I found renewal and was
led by the Spirit to repentance and
new commitment. The Lord is
merciful and patient. He has made
His presence known forcefully in
our struggles through many things,
but especially the challenge of my
husband’s illness.

That battle was won October 10,
2007, when Jesus took him home.

I go on as I try to bear life without
my beloved Gene, and just when it
seems overpowering, there is comfort
from Him. Two are stronger than one,

and my husband was the strong one.
Thank you for changing my

direction back into paths leading to
the Source of all power, Jesus.

—S.F.

I always look forward to watching
your program every week. I also
encourage non-believers to tune in
to hear you speak on the world’s
prophetic events that are taking
place in our news.

Believe me, a lot of non-believers
are becoming believers as the Bible
is being presented in a factual way

September-October 2009  |  Perhaps Today |  20

Y
ou can understand every detail revealed in Scripture regarding the

days just ahead — the days immediately preceding the return of the

Lord Jesus!

Prophecy scholar William E. Blackstone’s amazing book lays it all out

with charts, diagrams, and answers to your most urgent questions. Send for

this unique and timely work today.

Jesus is Coming book (B167)
Send a gift of $19.95

The Bible is under attack—
but you can fight back!

The authority of the Scriptures is being challenged — the
Bible is under attack — even by some evangelicals who
don’t believe every word is literally true!

In TAKING A STAND FOR THE BIBLE: Today’s Leading

Experts Answer Critical Questions About God’s Word,

author John Ankerberg leaves no stone unturned in this
masterpiece that offers an astonishing array of evidence for
the authenticity and authority of the Scriptures.

Send for it today, and be prepared with biblical answers
for every attack on the Bible in these latter days.

Taking a Stand for the Bible book (B325)
Send a gift of $19.95
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Lord Jesus!

Prophecy scholar William E. Blackstone’s amazing book lays it all out

with charts, diagrams, and answers to your most urgent questions. Send for

this unique and timely work today.

Jesus is Coming book (B167)
Send a gift of $19.95

The Bible is under attack—
but you can fight back!

The authority of the Scriptures is being challenged — the
Bible is under attack — even by some evangelicals who
don’t believe every word is literally true!

In TAKING A STAND FOR THE BIBLE: Today’s Leading

Experts Answer Critical Questions About God’s Word,

author John Ankerberg leaves no stone unturned in this
masterpiece that offers an astonishing array of evidence for
the authenticity and authority of the Scriptures.

Send for it today, and be prepared with biblical answers
for every attack on the Bible in these latter days.

Taking a Stand for the Bible book (B325)
Send a gift of $19.95
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• Bring Souls To The Lord —
• Cast Crowns At The Feet Of Jesus —
• Fulfill Your Personal Destiny 

In Christ —

• Help Broadcast JVI Presents To Your Home
And 247 Nations On Earth

Become A Partner In Ministry With 
Drs. Jack And Rexella Van Impe!

Use the enclosed form —
Commit to pray regularly for Drs. Jack and Rexella Van Impe —
Give a faithful monthly gift, as God leads you

YOU’LL ALSO RECEIVE:

• Conflicts and Conquests DVD/video

• beautiful Perhaps Today lapel pin

• unparalleled joy — knowing lost souls will

be saved through your commitment!

As a soul-winning partner with Jack Van Impe Ministries, you’ll 

receive the widely acclaimed, critically important Jack Van Impe 

INTELLIGENCE BRIEFING every single month!

• in-depth information of crucial prophetic importance

• inside facts that can’t be presented on the air

• important news updates seldom appearing in the press

• material censored by the secular media!

•    current events explained in light of 

Bible prophecy!

Thank you!

that cannot be disputed! Keep up
your work in reaching the lost and
unsaved — and building the faith in
others.

—R.M.

I have loved your TV show for
years! I just turned 40, and it was
your broadcast that led me to our
Lord when I was 12! Thank you for
your years of loving leadership.

—M.L.

Thank you for your wonderful
ministry. I remember when I first
saw your show, I only wanted to
watch it because I heard you were
going to talk about the pope. I
thought, “Oh no, here goes another
Protestant to say negative things
about him,” because I had heard so
many criticize the pope even on my
local Christian radio station.

But was I wrong! You defended
him, and since then I have been
watching your show. Thank you for
educating people about Catholic
beliefs. If only more Catholics
knew about their own religion as
much as you know Catholic
doctrine. You and Rexella are
beautiful people, and I pray that
prayer at the end with you every
time I watch!

—J.T.

Thank you, Jack Van Impe, in
helping save another sinner. The
truth of the Lord is with you.

I’ve been a sinner all my life —
gay and a prisoner to the flesh. But
no longer lost, I have been found.
The truth has set me free, and the
truth is Jesus Christ.

—J.W.

Late one night I came across your
program. I was looking for answers
— and got what I was looking for.
Thank you for putting me on what I
believe to be the right path, Christ.
God bless, and keep up the good
work, from a former lost soul.

—G.H.

I live in Ontario, Canada, and for
years I watched your Sunday night
broadcast. I also credit you for
winning my husband to Christ
before he died. I will be forever
grateful!

May God continue to richly bless
you as you serve Him faithfully.
May He continue to energize and
empower you to win souls for His
Kingdom. My best regards to you
and Rexella.

—M.L.

If this note finds its way to you,
know that Jesus, through you,
helped save me. You are making an
eternal difference for many!
Strength, peace, and health to you,
my brother.

—D.H.

I always receive your
newsletters at the right time —
usually when I’m down or
depressed. I consider it a message
from God, always brightening my
day. I also have been watching your
show the last 15 years, and your
relentless faith, hope, and love
always re-energizes mine. Thank
you both so much for all you’ve
done!

—G.R.

I just want to thank you!
Through you, I understand that
even though I know God and that
Jesus died for us, spiritually I had
left and was not truly living my life
as a Christian. You personally may
have saved my soul. I can see many
fakes out there, but you are real. In
my heart I can feel that you are
here to spread the true Word of
God. I am now looking forward to
the return of Christ! I sincerely
thank you!!

—R.A.

You and your wife are such a
blessing. I know that the Lord let
me find your program so many
years ago. I was such a mess back

then. I have watched your program
faithfully for many years now.

I have grown so much in the
Lord. Your newsletter goes to my
mom also, and her neighbor and
husband always want the
newsletter after she is finished. The
neighbor’s husband is an atheist,
yet for some reason is very
interested in what you have to say.
Perhaps he will not be an atheist
for too much longer!

God bless! Your rewards will be
great.

—L.A.

It is great to hear you speak the
truth every week on your show.
You give us the information we
don’t get on the evening news. I
believe the United States is in for a
world of trouble with our current
president. Who in the world would
give a speech and cover up a
symbol of Jesus Christ before they
did? That’s exactly what Barack
Obama did.

Keep on standing up and
speaking out, Jack. You’re doing a
great job! May God bless you!

—K.K.

My family and I watch your show
each week. We partner with other
people from our church and
purchase your video materials.
Thank you so much! I conduct
service every Sunday morning at a
5,000-man maximum security
prison and have done so for the
past nine years. I also visit the
county jail every other Saturday
and conduct a Bible study.

I always include in my services
something that you brought to light
on your show. The guys love it.
They don’t get you on their TVs, but
they know who you are through me.

Please keep all prisoners in your
prayers, and believe me, we keep
you in ours. God bless you, and
keep up the great work Jesus has
inspired you to do. Thank you!

—P.L.
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NEW WORLD ORDER?

Obama — and the
final sign before
Christ’s return!

New World Order Rising DVD (DNWV)
New World Order Rising VHS (VNWV)

Send a gift of $24.95
Running Time: 100 minutes CC

“People of the world, this
is our moment, this is our
time ... answer our
destiny, and remake the
world once again.”

—Barack Obama

Step by step, IT’S HAPPENING
BEFORE OUR EYES:

1. President Barack Obama speaks in Germany; media
reports the EU would elect him with 80% of the vote!

2. Obama calls himself “a fellow citizen of the world”
3. 7 world empires described in Revelation 17:10 — Roman

Empire will revive to become #7 (European Union?)
4. Promoting a new world order today: Illuminati,

Bilderbergs, Council on Foreign Relations, Trilateral
Commission, others

5. Last sign before Christ’s return: establishment of a one-
world government — the new world order!

2008 was more than just another election. 2009 was more than
just another inauguration. You are living in the latter days ... and
you need to understand what’s happening. Your own personal
prophetic future is on the line — and this amazing video will
show you where you stand on the “new world order” timeline!

Also in this extraordinary video
experience, Drs. Jack and Rexella
Van Impe:

• show the biblical foundation for this coming one-world
government,

• document the great strides that have been made
toward it through the European Union,

• explain how the critical years from 2012 to 2019 could
be the rapidly-approaching time-frame for the return of
Jesus Christ!

• And more!

Before you blink the very next time?

7 signs — that’s what Jesus outlined
for the run-up to His coming.
Every single one is taking place today, in
your lifetime ... as you read these words!
THE RAPTURE COULD TAKE PLACE
AT ANY MOMENT!
Get this dazzling video teaching, and see
for yourself....

• Recorded live at Dr. Jack Van Impe’s
60-Year Anniversary Soul-Winning
Campaign service

• That same night, 3,000 people were
convinced of the truth and
dedicated their lives to Christ

• Experience the thrill of this once-in-
a-lifetime encounter

• Ideal for sharing with your non-
believing friends and loved ones!

The Rapture!

The Final Seven Signs DVD (DFSV)
The Final Seven Signs VHS (VFSV)
Send a gift of $24.95
Running Time: 50 minutes CC

The FINAL 7 SIGNS are
happening NOW!
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HAMAS: WAR WILL SETTLE
JERUSALEM DISPUTE, NOT TALKS

Haaretz reports: “Following a
conflagration of violence at
Temple Mount in Jerusalem,
Hamas political leader Khaled
Meshal declared that ‘Jerusalem’s
fate will be decided with jihad
(holy war) and resistance, and not
negotiations.’

Clashes between Israeli police
and youths armed with rocks
broke out at the Noble
Sanctuary/Temple Mount
compound, home of the Muslim
holy site, the al Aqsa mosque. The
confrontation was apparently
sparked by radical Jewish clerics’

call to their followers to go up to
the compound, and by calls by
radical Muslim clerics for their
followers to defend the site.

Meshal, in Damascus, voiced
hope that Israel’s Arabs and the
residents of the West Bank would
join the residents of the Gaza
Strip, which is ruled by Hamas, in
staging demonstrations in protest
of the Jerusalem events, Israel
Radio reported.

Meanwhile, Jordan warned the
Israel Police and religious Jewish
radicals that further provocation
at the compound would ‘fuel
violence in the region and
jeopardize peace efforts.’

‘Any new provocative attempts
by Israeli troops and Jewish
extremists such as what
happened today in the shrine’s
compound represents a flagrant
violation of international law and
conventions and sets the stage for
more tension and acts of violence,’
Minister of State for Media Affairs
and Communication Nabil Sharif
said in a statement....” (Totally

erroneous. War will not settle

the Jerusalem dispute but

rather create World War III —

Zechariah 12:2-3; Joel 3:2;

Revelation 16:16.)

RUSSIA ‘SIMULATES’ NUCLEAR
ATTACK ON POLAND

The London Daily Telegraph

reports: “The armed forces are
said to have carried out ‘war
games’ in which nuclear missiles
were fired and troops practiced
an amphibious landing on the
country’s coast.

Documents obtained by
Wprost, one of Poland’s leading
news magazines, said the exercise
was carried out in conjunction
with soldiers from Belarus.

The maneuvers are thought to
have been held in September and
involved about 13,000 Russian and
Belarusian troops.

Poland, which has strained
relations with both countries, was
cast as the ‘potential aggressor.’

The documents state the
exercises, code-named ‘West,’
were officially classified as
‘defensive’ but many of the
operations appeared to have an
offensive nature.

The Russian air force practiced
using weapons from its nuclear
arsenal, while in the Russian

in three amazing videos!
Get three of Drs. Jack and Rexella Van Impe’s most requested

videos today at one low combo price —

And the mysteries of the future will be unraveled for you by

this prophetic teaching!

The Apocalypse Unraveled Trilogy includes the following

insightful JVI videos:

•  Prophecy: 21st Century Revelations

•  The Seven Mystery Years

•  Apocalypse Unraveled

In these exceptional resources, you will discover all the biblical

facts about the Rapture, the Antichrist, the Great Tribulation, the

return of the Lord, Armageddon, and much more!

Each of these three videos stands

alone as an important component of every

prophecy library. Together as a trilogy,

they are a comprehensive look at nearly

every facet of the Bible prophecy

timeline.

Request them today!

Apocalypse Unraveled Trilogy DVD (DNTP)
Apocalypse Unraveled Trilogy VHS (VNTP) 
All three videos 
(A $75 value!) for just $44.95
Running Time: 5½ hours  CC
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enclave of Kaliningrad, which
neighbors Poland, Red Army
forces stormed a ‘Polish’ beach
and attacked a gas pipeline.

The operation also involved the
simulated suppression of an
uprising by a national minority in
Belarus — the country has a
significant Polish population
which has a strained relationship
with authoritarian government of
Belarus.

Karol Karski, an MP from
Poland’s Law and Justice, is to
table parliamentary questions on
Russia’s war games and has

protested to the European
Commission.

His colleague, Marek Opiola
MP, said: ‘It’s an attempt to put us
in our place. Don’t forget all this
happened on the 70th anniversary
of the Soviet invasion of Poland.’

Ordinary Poles were outraged
by news of the exercise and
demanded a firm response from
the government....” (This is a

threat by Putin to warn the

people of Poland what would

happen if they allowed the U.S.

to place a missile base in their

country.)

‘NUCLEAR THREAT’ TO POWER GRIDS
BBC News reports: “Scientists have warned

that Iran and North Korea could produce a
weapon capable of paralyzing Western
electricity grids for months or years.

Experts fear that a missile-launched nuclear
bomb exploded above the earth’s atmosphere
could cause a catastrophe.

They told the British government that high-
altitude electromagnetic pulses could lead to
an ‘economic shutdown.’

US government adviser Avi Schnurr said
efforts to protect the US electricity grid had
already begun.

Mr. Schnurr is president of the International
EMP Council, a coalition based in the US,
which aims to stimulate efforts to protect

against the risk of attacks using
electromagnetic devices.

Those feeding into the network include
scientists from around the world,
governments, corporations and NGOs.

The British Parliamentary Defence Select
Committee heard how a nuclear warhead
launched from a medium range missile and
exploded 20 miles above the earth could
cripple an entire country’s power grid.

The BBC’s security correspondent Frank
Gardner said this was called HEMP (High
Altitude Electro Magnetic Pulse) and its effects
could, in theory, bring a country to its knees.

At the briefing held in London, Mr. Schnurr
said Britain was still ‘just at the thinking and
planning’ stage and more action needed to be
taken.

Mr. Schnurr said that power, water and
phones could fail.

Cars could run out of fuel, cities could be
gridlocked and the economy could in effect be
‘shut down.’

Recovery, he said, could take between four
to eight years....” (This could bring greater

devastation on nations than atomic

warfare. Electricity runs the world and its

being threatened. Recent occurrences in

Brazil could be the beginning. Luke 21:25

speaks of such an hour when nations will

be in deep distress causing mass

confusion.)

A middle-of-the-night message from God

All you need to know ... straight from the heart of God’s Word!

In the wee hours of the morning, the Holy Spirit awakened Dr. Jack Van Impe.

The message was breathtaking:

Everything Jews, Gentiles, and Christians need to know about 

the future is contained in the book of Daniel!

Fascinating, insightful video teaching by Drs. Jack and Rexella Van Impe

Discover how God finally unlocked the prophecies of Daniel

You’ll experience sacred truths revealed — about:

•  The rise of the Antichrist

•  The book of Revelation

•  The Four Beasts 

•  The “Mystery of Iniquity”

•  And much more!

7+ hours of exciting, fast-paced Bible teaching

PLUS — extra bonus COMPANION BOOK ...

Study along through the teaching!

Seal theprophecies, an angeltold Daniel, until the“time of the end.”That time has come.You’re living in it.

Daniel DVD & bonus 

book (DDAP)

Daniel VHS & bonus 

book (VDAP)

Send a gift of
$49.95

Running Time: 
7 hours CC

Your Future Revealed
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MP, said: ‘It’s an attempt to put us
in our place. Don’t forget all this
happened on the 70th anniversary
of the Soviet invasion of Poland.’

Ordinary Poles were outraged
by news of the exercise and
demanded a firm response from
the government....” (This is a

threat by Putin to warn the

people of Poland what would

happen if they allowed the U.S.

to place a missile base in their

country.)

‘NUCLEAR THREAT’ TO POWER GRIDS
BBC News reports: “Scientists have warned

that Iran and North Korea could produce a
weapon capable of paralyzing Western
electricity grids for months or years.

Experts fear that a missile-launched nuclear
bomb exploded above the earth’s atmosphere
could cause a catastrophe.

They told the British government that high-
altitude electromagnetic pulses could lead to
an ‘economic shutdown.’

US government adviser Avi Schnurr said
efforts to protect the US electricity grid had
already begun.

Mr. Schnurr is president of the International
EMP Council, a coalition based in the US,
which aims to stimulate efforts to protect

against the risk of attacks using
electromagnetic devices.

Those feeding into the network include
scientists from around the world,
governments, corporations and NGOs.

The British Parliamentary Defence Select
Committee heard how a nuclear warhead
launched from a medium range missile and
exploded 20 miles above the earth could
cripple an entire country’s power grid.

The BBC’s security correspondent Frank
Gardner said this was called HEMP (High
Altitude Electro Magnetic Pulse) and its effects
could, in theory, bring a country to its knees.

At the briefing held in London, Mr. Schnurr
said Britain was still ‘just at the thinking and
planning’ stage and more action needed to be
taken.

Mr. Schnurr said that power, water and
phones could fail.

Cars could run out of fuel, cities could be
gridlocked and the economy could in effect be
‘shut down.’

Recovery, he said, could take between four
to eight years....” (This could bring greater

devastation on nations than atomic

warfare. Electricity runs the world and its

being threatened. Recent occurrences in

Brazil could be the beginning. Luke 21:25

speaks of such an hour when nations will

be in deep distress causing mass

confusion.)

A middle-of-the-night message from God

All you need to know ... straight from the heart of God’s Word!

In the wee hours of the morning, the Holy Spirit awakened Dr. Jack Van Impe.

The message was breathtaking:

Everything Jews, Gentiles, and Christians need to know about 

the future is contained in the book of Daniel!

Fascinating, insightful video teaching by Drs. Jack and Rexella Van Impe

Discover how God finally unlocked the prophecies of Daniel

You’ll experience sacred truths revealed — about:

•  The rise of the Antichrist

•  The book of Revelation

•  The Four Beasts 

•  The “Mystery of Iniquity”

•  And much more!

7+ hours of exciting, fast-paced Bible teaching

PLUS — extra bonus COMPANION BOOK ...

Study along through the teaching!

Seal theprophecies, an angeltold Daniel, until the“time of the end.”That time has come.You’re living in it.

Daniel DVD & bonus 

book (DDAP)

Daniel VHS & bonus 

book (VDAP)

Send a gift of
$49.95

Running Time: 
7 hours CC

Your Future Revealed
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Animals in Heaven?  DVD (DANV)
Animals in Heaven?  VHS (VANV)
Send a gift of $24.95
Running Time: 75  minutes CC

Anyone who has ever loved

and lost a beloved family

pet has wondered ... will that

pet be with them in heaven?

And how could it be heaven

without the animals we loved on earth?

When the Van Impes lost their precious

cat, Fenica, they faced the same questions.

Thankfully, Dr. Jack Van Impe researched

the answers from the Bible and from some of

the world’s great theologians and Christian

leaders, who agree:

Our pets will be part of heaven’s

perfection!

This video teaching is a wonderful gift for

anyone whose cherished pet has passed away.

Yes: 
You will see your 
beloved pet again!

December 21st, 2012: History’s Final Day? DVD (DFDV)

December 21st, 2012: History’s Final Day? VHS (VFDV)

Send a gift of $24.95
Running Time: 100 minutes CC

Why would ancient

cultures and modern

technology predict

the same doomsday?

What are the chances all these sources would predict the same year, 2012 — and sometimes
even the same day! — as the end of time?

• Ancient Rome
• A modern financial forecasting computer program
• Native American Hopis
• Ancient Mayan civilization
• Ancient China
• Nostradamus
• And others

In one of their latest bestselling teaching videos, Drs. Jack and Rexella Van Impe show how
the events which signal the return of the Lord have begun and could be completed by 2012!

Great video teaching for your prophecy library and for anyone caught up in 2012 latter-day
scenarios.
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Don’t miss what’s inside
A revelation from Dr. Van Impe.....page 3
Letters We Love ..............................page 21

JANUARY/
FEBRUARY 2010

JACK
VAN IMPE

MINISTRIES

Visit our Web address at: 
www.jvim.com

Contact JACK VAN IMPE MINISTRIES® at Box 7004, Troy, Michigan 48007. 
In Canada: JACK VAN IMPE MINISTRIES OF CANADA® Box 1717, Postal Station A,
Windsor, ON N9A 6Y1. For immediate attention, call us at (248) 852-5225 or fax
(248) 852-2692. Thank you for your love and generosity ... and God bless you!

Jack Van Impe Prophecy Bible (BIB4) 

Send a gift of $59.95

Dr. Jack Van Impe has memorized 15,000 verses. He
has spent more than 100,000 hours in Bible study
during his lifetime (that’s the equivalent of 11

years of continuous study), and he’s devoured over 11,000
books in his search for truth.

Now he brings all his expertise to you, in the pages of
the Jack Van Impe Prophecy Bible.

This majestic King James Version of the Bible has the
entire text of the Old and New Testaments, a beautiful
ribbon bookmark, and bonded leather cover ... but it
contains so much more!

Dr. Van Impe’s coding and highlighting system
will change the way you read, study, memorize, and
understand the Scriptures ... 

... including his commentary on the book of Daniel and
his verse-by-verse commentary on the book of Revelation!

As you move through this Bible, from Genesis to
Revelation, see at a glance which of these prophetic
timeframes the verse in question deals with:

This beautiful commemorative Bible is not available in
any bookstore.

Make it your everyday study Bible!

• The Rapture
• The Second Coming
• The Tribulation
• The Millennium

• The Last Days
• After the Millennium

or
• The Life of Christ

Dear Jack and Rexella,
I enjoy your program so much. I’m an old lady — soon I’ll be 100! I’m treating
myself to your Prophecy Bible for my birthday. I’m a born-again Christian and Jesus
is my Lord and my God. God bless you both.

—Dorothy from Florida

U n p a r a l l e l e d  B i b l e  p r o p h e c y  s t u d y  r e s o u r c e !
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